
About the piece 
[Empty Miles] is a collaboration between Creative Sign poet & performer Sophie Stone and composer 
Yshani Perinpanayagam. It explores themes of solitude and intimacy through Creative Sign - an expressive 
visual language influenced by British Sign Language, sign poetry and Visual Vernacular - and vocal sounds 
scored for any group of voices. 

About the collaborators 
Sophie and Yshani met while performing together in Morgan Lloyd-Malcolm’s play Emilia at the Vaudeville 
Theatre in London’s West End. It was immediately clear to both of them that they each had an intimate 
relationship with how they experience sound. When Yshani was commissioned to write this Partsong for 
CoMA, she thought of Sophie as the perfect collaborator to create a new work borne from a broader view of 
sound than often features in classical music. 

In their first Partsong brainstorm, Sophie and Yshani found they had a childhood interest in common: the 
London Underground! Yshani’s parents found that a tube journey would soothe their grizzling baby; this baby 
grew into a child who loved to memorise tube lines, spent pocket money on replica posters, and asked to 
redecorate her bedroom like a tube station (the answer was a gentle ‘no’). Sophie - a child of rockers - was 
eternally perplexed when she was young that hearing people were so adamant that the sounds of the tube 
were not music; how can something that thuds so rhythmically through your body not be music? 

The London Underground became the bud from which [Empty Miles] grew. 

Glossary 
British Sign Language (BSL): A visual means of communicating used in Britain, combining gestures, facial 
expression, and body language. 

Visual Vernacular: An art form primarily performed by Deaf artists, combining movement, BSL signs, facial 
expressions and gestures. 

Resources 

Please visit:

coma.org.uk/empty-miles 

Via this webpage, you can access:


• The title of this piece, as signed by Sophie

• A detailed Full Score from which you can learn the piece

• A Shorthand Score from which it may be easier to perform

• A table of sounds: their notation the score, descriptions of what they represent, and direction on how to 

produce them

• Audio examples of the sounds

• A video for practice purposes, with synchronised captions of the score notation

• The video to be used in performance

• A BSL programme note

• The resources printed in this publication in colour


You can also contact the writers via the above webpage if you have any access requirements or questions. 



Performance directions 
Creative Sign Performer 

[Empty Miles] has been written to be performed with a projection of the video provided by Sophie. 
However, it could be performed with a member of the Deaf community signing live; if you would like to 
explore a live signing version, please contact the writers via the above webpage.


Any-Voice Choir 

Your role is to support the shifting environments and emotions Sophie has created with the vocal sounds in 
Yshani’s score. These sounds are notated to synchronise with the visual with varying degrees of specificity; 
Yshani has deliberately not translated every individual thought and nuance into sound to avoid signer and 
choir constantly ‘speaking over’ each other. Your sounds complement and amplify the world created by the 
Sophie’s hands, body and face. Feel this world in your hands, body and face while making the sounds. 

The stage plan is also designed to centre the voice of the Creative Sign artist. The ideal version of this piece 
is one where choir are able to see and follow the video of Sophie as they would a conductor. Please find a 
set-up which works for you, for example: 

1) A second screen at the front of the stage - synchronised to the main projector - which the choir follow
2) The choir following the video from simultaneously triggered iPads
3) A director leading the choir whilst following the screen themselves
4) The choir in a semicircle facing the main projector

If a director is used as in 3), performers should work with the video directly first - this will ensure a true 
understanding of the dynamic Sophie’s movements and how this translates into sound. Additionally, in 
performance, ensure the audience still have a clear view of the projector screen, and that the direction itself 
is not pulling focus.  

The choir facing the projector as in 4) will mean, in most spaces, that the audience cannot see the faces of 
choir members; unless the space allows for this not to be the case, please avoid this. 

All of the above are preferable to the use of stopwatches. 

As it is possible to use the video captions as an aide mémoire to perform as if from memory, do this only 
once the piece has been thoroughly learnt to avoid the risk of relying too heavily on the captions and being 
perpetually late. 

The timings on the Full Score are for use when working with the video. If the performance has a live Creative 
Sign artist instead, these timings can be used as a rough guide when creating a new interpretation in 
collaboration with Sophie. 

For the moments which require a unanimous pitch for the section, please feel free to use a tuning fork or any 
other discreet method you wish. 

Unless marked, dynamics should be chosen to feel natural for the specific sound, and projected enough to 
carry. 

There is no fixed pitch of the voice parts; select from voice parts V1, V2, V3 and V4 as best fits your voice 
with V1 being the highest and V4 the lowest. The physicality of sound is important in the ideology of this 
piece; please take time to find sounds that feel good in and on your body. 


